Radiation Study
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While Viking scientists are signaling the
lander on ;\Iars to sift throu~h the red :'tIdr
tian soil for clues to the ori'!in of our solar
system and even of liie i t'e~lf, other sc i~ l1tists are ~etting their s;gh ts thousands and
millions of light yeilrs beyond, including a
region of space that some call the edge of
our visible universe_
Astronomy is now breaking its bonds to
this world by orbiting sateilite telescopes
thousands of miles above the earth. and
several Old Dominion University physicist!
are playing a role in this e:fort to iocus on
vistas never before seen by man.
The latest of these telescopes scheduled
to go into space is the International Ultra
violet Explorer or WE. The National
Aeronautics and Space Administration. the
Space Council of the United Kingdom . and
the European Space aesearch Organization
have joined hands to bunch the 14-foot
long satellite in 1978 in order to take a spe
ciallook at ultraviolet radiation. that invis
.ible part of the spectrum just beyond the
wavelengths our eyes perceive as the color
violet.
'Many questions remain unanswered for
the project designers . And the ODU proj
ect is studying one of them : what eifect
might radiation in space have on the satel
lite's optical and electronic systems.
The ODU physics department has re
ceived a $150.000 grant from NASA to try
to arrive at some answers . This is one of
the largest grants the physics department
has ever received for a research project,
and it is expected to be extended until at
least 1979.
Just as earthly elements can affect
telescopes housed on the ground, cosmic
rays from outer space, solar nares, and
speeding atomic particles caught in tbe
eartb's magnetic field can play havoc
witb • space telescope's delicate mecha·
Disms. Eacb will be a target for study by
the ODU scientists.
Heading up ODU's radiation study team
as its principal investigator is Dr. Jacob
Becher, assistant professor in physics .
Becher came to ODU eight years ago as an
expert in spectroscopy and optics, a fact he
. disclosed with some amusement since he
admitted that he was color-blind to certain
shades.

According to Becher, the ultraviolent
wavelengths that will be sought out by the
IUE have an important place in the history
of astronomy. "Astronomers have lon;;ed
to sh!dy ultraviolet rays since tile turn of
the century. :'tlany atmosp heric pheno·
mena such as air glows and auroras are in
fluenced by them, and scientists were
interested quite early in tJbs~r\'lng this.
But they. had to be patient and wait for
rocket technology to be developed first.
Rocketry finally gave them the capabilHy
of going beyond the earth' 5 atmosphere to
see those UK-rays. Only about 5 per cern ac
tually get through our a tmosphere so
they're impossible to study here on the
ground."
The IUE is expected to change all that as
it focuses its telescopic eyes on galaxies,
nebulae. and interstellar dust-building on
a picture of the universe seen by earlier
space telescopes.
To find the reasons scientists are so anx
ious to carry on such experimentation, one
must go back more than 40 years.
Astronomy's real push to study different
wavelengths of electromagnetic radiation
in space came about by accident. In 1931,
K. G. Janskv of the Bell Telephone Labor·
atories was working with antennas for
transoceanic radio communication. but he
kept running into interference. The static,
. it was discovered. was not coming from
earth, but from outer space. So it was by
chance that radio astronomy came into
being.
Until then, astronomers had been
studying mainly what they could see
with their eyes, the visible light of the
universe. Photographs recorded that
light. It was also analyzed by spectro
scopes, instruments that break the light
down into its component wavelengths
much like a prism breaks white light Into ,
a rainbow of colors. Such information u
the composition and temperature of
stars can be discerned from those spec
tra.
But the light we see with our eyes com
prises only a small part of the electromag
netic spectrum, which ranges from radio
waves miles in length to visible light with
waves about 20-thousand-billionths of an
inch long, to even smaller X·rays and gam- .
rna rays. The universe is virtually teerrung
with all this varied radiation.

As noted inventor Buckminster Fuller
once said, "Humans have learned that
what they can touch, smell, see, and hear
is less than one-millionth of reality. Ninety
nine per cent of all that is going to affect
our tomorrows is being developed by hu
mans using instruments and working in
ranges of reality that are nonhumanly sen' sible."
.
So Jansky's accident opened a vast new
window for observation. With great excite
ment astronomers began looking at many
different wavelengths emanating from the
heavens-radio waves, infrared waves, and
X-rays-waves not perceived by our eyes
but only through special instruments.
Because of .it, astronomers began seeing
universe populated with such intriguing
objects as the pulsars. stars that emit sharp
radio pulses so regularly that they were ini
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tially mistaken for signals from extrater
restrial beings. And then there were the
quasars . mysterious objects believed to e:o.:
ist at the very edge of our v i~ ible universe
billions of light years away. These were
phenomena never even imagined by
science-fict lon ....Titers.
A major portion of the onu research
team's experimentation for the ILTE proj·
~t takes place in a iour-room laboratory
adjoining B€cher's office. a lab fiiled with
oscilloscopes, vacuum pumps. computer
terminals, radiation chambers, and spec
trographs.
Work under the NASA grant began in
February, 1975, and much oi it was prelim
inary investigation. Becher says they have
several aims. "We want to see exactly how
the radiation out in soace will affect the
IUE's abilitv to det~ct' distant stars. We're
also interested in measuring how the ma
terials in the satellite are going to deterio
rate as they're exposed to rr.ore and more
radiation . This will tell us how long the
telescope can be expected to survive out in
space."
The telescope's major obstacle is the
Van Allen belts. These are doughnut
shaped zones of highly energetic charged
particles that are trapped in the magnetic
field high above the earth. The IUE will
be placed in an orbit over the Atlantic
Ocean at an altitude of about 25.000 miles
so that it will always be visible from the
observing stations in the United States and
Europe. But that same orbit will also place
it in a Van Allen belt for several hours
each day.
. Dr. R. L. Kernell, associate professor in
physics at ODU and co-investigator on the
project, says they 're lookin~ at two key
questions in regard to the belt. "Can the
s~tellite take data while in the belt or will
the radiauon o,·erpower any useiul infor
mation it can get? And secondly, how long
....ill the telescope need alter it comes out
of the belt to T(·('o... tr from the temporary
eff~ts of the l"3!llauon'!"
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almost infinite numhrr 01 electrons hur·
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Newport \r\\ s ~nrl ~i~ry1and. Ea ch
method wa, u<ed to study a particular
aspect of the satellite system.
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Becher and Kcrncll are especi:lIly con·
cerncd with the r~di a tion efff'ds on 'wo
pieces of et; Jipmcnt that will be aboard
the satellitc-2n ultraviolet·to·visible light ·
converter and a fine-error sensor.
Once the uitra';iolet rays of a target star
or galaxy are sent throu ; hthe spectro
graphs of the ~?ace telescope and broken
down into a spectrum. the information
must be sent back to earth to be analyzed.
This is usually d ~ ne through use of a teleri
sion camera. but since the vidicon tube
they are using is not sensitive to ultraviolet
light, the uv-rays must iirst be converted
to visible light in order to be detected by
the camera. That's the job of the ultravi
olet-ta-visible light converter.
But there's one problem. If radiation
such as an electron enters the converter in
stead of ultraviolet rav . the converter
won't be able to tell the ·difference. It y,ill
still "think" its seeing a star. keep releas
ing visible light. and so a false image could
be built up on the television camera.
Dr. Chester Reft. assistant research pro
fessor with the ODV project. has done
most of the in·lab experimentation on this
problem using strontium·gO as his source
of radiation since it gives off electrons. "At
the start of the experiment. y,-e really wer
en 't sure of what to expect." says Reft.
"Depending on the dosa ~ e of radiation hit
ting the converter, y,-e did get a fairly large
signal coming out and being registered .
We 're now in the process of designing
more elaborate experiments to determine
the exact mechanisms causing that signa!."
The research team isn't witbout Its
theories on the subject. The converter
can be considered an enclosed cbain
reaction. The uv·ray enters and strikes a
material that emits an electron; the elec
tron in tum hits a phosphor which tben
glows and releases a particle (or photon)
of visible li~ht. The light is then record
ed on the TV camera. Tbe team believes
Ihat an electron entering tbe converter
can activate it just like a uv·ray. They
also believe that an electron coming in
from the outside ean directly activate the
converter's pbospbor.

Reft noted, "We're also looking at a
third possible mechanism known as Ceren
kov radiation. Light slows down when it
enters a medium like glass after traveling
through the air or a vacunm. So an elec- .
tron , if it's energetic enough. could enter
the glass and actually surpass the speed of
light. This creates new electromagnetic ra
diation. In the converter, this might also
set up a false signal."
While the relatively weak radiation from
the strontium-go was adequate to study a
sensitive device such as the converter, the
research team needed a much stronger
source of radiation for study of the fine er
ror sensor. The sensor is part of the guid
ance svstem that will lock onto a star and
keep the telescope from straying off its p0
sition while in use. The sensor will be able
to pick up stars as dim as the 13th magni
tude. In comparison, our eyes can see only
about sixth magnitude stars (the higher the
magnitude, the dimmer the sw).

It was important for the ODU team 10

see months of radiation dam:tge on the
sensor's parts with out waiting those
months. In order to do :h1t. they went to
the particle acceler:; tor at the 5r~ (e Radia
tion Eifects Laborat.!);". in :\e\\'po rt :'iews
and bombarded va'rio'us g ~a Sse5 . compo
nents of the ser.sor"s foc u, ing sy; ~em. with
billions of electrons per square c ~ ' ltimeter.
This simulated months out in sp:lce in just
about an hour.
"We saw those glasses become disco
lored due to the radiation." sa\'~ Kernel!.
"This obviously will decrease the eificien
cy of the sensor since the radiation effects
will cut down on the light it will be able to
see."
Currently. the data is being studied to
determine wbat type of glass is most reo
. sistant to the radiation and can recover
the quickest from the damage.
So far, the major recommendation the
team has made regards sh ielding. "The
IUE Project is pretty well set." ~ays Bech
er. "So olJr main mission is to maxe :'-IASA
aware of the problems that could arise. We
have recommended increased shielding for
the converter and fine error sensor to cut

down the radiation t.hat can enter, but
these are minor changes. We have every in
dication that the ruE will function well in
its environment."
But the team's data won't. be lying idle.
They actuJlly ha\'e two missions to per
form. Becher says, "Our data is also being
applied to the Large Space Telescope Proj
ect. This is a I:Jrger telescope than the WE
that's expected to be put up by the space
shuttle in the earlv 1980s; Since the tele
scope is still on the drawing board at this
time, our data will aid them in actually de
signing it."

The aim of the Large Space Telescope or
LST is to "see" the edge of the universe
in order to better determine the universe's
age and origin. To Becher, exactly how
large the LST will be depends on Congress.
"Right now the LST is getti:1g shuffled
back and forth in \Vashington. The edge of
the universe seems iess importlnt these
days to legislators when compared to our
more immediate social problems. But
many astronomers are saying it would be
the most imporatant astronomical experi
ment in our century."

